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MORE FRENCH VOTERS ADOPTED BARDELLA-MANIA AS HE MAY BE THE NEXT
PRIME MINISTER
RISING TALENT MENTORED BY MARINE LE PEN

Paris, Washington DC, 08.05.2024, 21:49 Time

USPA NEWS - Jordan Bardella, is the new political rising talent, and the polls are all focusing on the very young (28 years old) leader
of National Rally, mentored by Marine Le pen. Jordan Bardella remains at the pole position with 31,5% of wishing vote (Ifop, Polls)
versus 17% for Valerie Hayer, the President Macron’s candidate and 13% for Raphael Gluskmann the Socialist.
It is the new era in France where Marine Le Pen and her “protégé”, Jordan Bardella, are overwhelmed with fans surrounding him,
whenever he moves, asking him for selfies alongside them.

PRESIDENT MACRON IS NO LONGER THE YOUNGEST MESSENGER OF HOPE, TAKEN OVER BY JORDAN BARDELLA
Emmanuel Macron, who became gracefully the youngest President in 2017, splitting up, the Left and Right, promising back then “I will
never enable the extreme parties to access to power” and as he described himself he “committed the great heist of the century”. It was
true, yet this uncanny event repeats never itself. He was back them, see a s a “hero” a “messiah” causing the blast in both Left and
Right Partis, giving birth to his own Party “En Marche” form scratch, promising the end of the ancient times and the real change, ran by
himself young, fresh and anti -politicians. Everybody bought that and trusted that hoping a better life, after burying the old parties.
Since 2022, and Macron’s reelection, things went from worse to worse, after COVID Pandemic management, side effects of the war in
Ukraine, the misled by the French Diplomacy’s recent moves losing its influence worldwide, the multiples unpopular reform, such as
the pension reform etc…

The “But At the Same Time” philosophy has reached its limits, and the French expressed it by protesting during the multiple
demonstrations and riots in the streets. This time the dissolution was the straw that broke the camel's back of the anger of the French,
who will be able to empty the thanks to their own vote.

Prehaps it is finally the first time for decades, the French citizen will vote "FOR", rather than "AGAINST" someone.

JORDAN BARDELLA OWES HIS RISING TO A POLITICAL TALENT & SINCERITY
Jordan Bardella has been increasing his lead in the polls for several months and is maintaining his position while beating the European
election campaign. How he became a political heavyweight
Marine Pen's strength was to have intuitively bet on Jordan Bardella, since she recruited him as a teenager. This young man, son of a
modest Italian immigrant, born in the Parisian suburbs (Drancy) and having grown up in Saint Denis (Parisian Suburbs), rejected by
other political parties, because of his origins as the son of immigrants and modest. She entrusted him with campaigning among young
people at the National Rally.

Jordan Bardella himself says that he "was surrounded by five-year-old girls who wear the veil", and describes the neighborhood where
he lived as "a very small city in the heart of Saint-Denis". The Bardella method, a recipe for his rise on the political ladder, consists of
traveling to the field, asking questions, obtaining information and, in a very pragmatic manner, working on solutions with his team.
What allowed him to conquer more and more fans, consists of mastering his subjects, (He was MEP) especially those concerning
inflation, purchasing power, insecurity and immigration, the four subjects which concern the majority of French people.

NATIONAL RALLY IS AN ANTI-SYSTEM PARTY APPEALING GROWING VOTERS
Moreover, the National Rally, crisscrossed the map of France and choose voluntarily. To target populations outside Paris, or workers,
middle class, farmers, police officers, already acquired, to which were added other middle-class segments, including teachers,
executives... While the traditional parties continued to reproduce the old patterns of Parisian nepotism, disconnected from the rest of
France which screams its anger, and struggles to live decently and suffers ,hence the Bardellamania!



JORDAN BARDELLA OUTSTANDED AT 21 YEARS IN A POLITICAL DEBATE FACING SENIOR LEADERS

In 2017, our USPA correspondent had his first candid conversation with Jordan Bardella, during a debate organized by Make.org and
Science Po, during the presidential campaign. He was the youngest at 21, and was outstanding, among the other senior politician
speakers and the Science Po’s elitist students Since that moment, it was already clear that this young rising talent was to be watched
closely, as he was so driven and inhabited by politics and such a believer in what he was preaching, within National rally’s party.

Today, his meteoric progress is not as rapid as the impression shows, this hard worker has earned his place at the top of party
management and so close at 28 years to governing France, A success story at the French, symbol of equal opportunities, successful
alongside the party which was the most gay and marginalized, considered too extreme of the right and, having now gained its
respectability and ready to govern, if arrived at the gates wide opened of supreme power.

MARINE LE PEN CALLED FOR A GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION IN APRIL 2021
As for the way of governing, Marine le Pen, envisages in National Union format which she calls to work together, by joining the living
forces of the nation, to straighten out the country and put in place new policies, for better power of purchasing and security. “I have the
possibility of winning this presidential election, of fundamentally changing a policy that is causing millions of French people to suffer,”
declared the president of the National Rally (RN), declared Marine le Pen on April 6, 2021, on TV France 24. She already assured that
“the time for unity, action, dynamism” has come and called on “all French people to come and work” with her…. To be continued

MARINE LE PEN HAD THE FLAIR TO GIVE JORDAN BARDELLA A CHANCE ENTRUSTED HIM WITH THE KEYS OF THE
PARTY
During his public expression, during televised debates where, Jordan Bardella, always remains courteous, never insults his
opponents, is content to recite his program which matches the expectations of the French who have been angry since 2017.
He embodies hope, and himself symbolizes success without going through the classic route of elites and clientelism. 
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